Measurements of the abundances of cosmic-ray ""Ni and jgCo are reported from the Cosmic Ray Isotope Spectrometer (CRIS) on the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE). These nuclides form a parent-daughter pair in a radioactive decay which can occur only by electron capture. This decay cannot occur once the nuclei are accelerated to high energies and stripped of their electrons. The CRIS data indicate that the decay of 59Ni to 59C0 has occurred, leading to the conclusion that a time longer than the 7.6 x lo4 yr halflife of 59Ni elapsed before the particles were accelerated. Such long delays indicate the acceleration of old, stellar or interstellar material rather than fresh supernova ejecta. For cosmic ray source material to have the composition of supernova ejecta would require that these ejecta not undergo significant mixing with normal interstellar gas before N lo5 yr has elapsed.
e,jecta from supernovae (Lingenfelter, Ramaty, & Kozlovsky 1998) . In the first two cases the material would be accelerated long after it was originally synthesized. In the third case, however, the nucleosynthesis and acceleration occur in the same supernova and the time that elapses between these processes should be much shorter.
It was pointed out (Cas& & Soutoul 1978; Soutoul, Cas& & Juliusson 1978 ) that radioactive nuclides which are produced in supernova explosions but can decay only by electron capture can be used to distinguish between models involving long and short time delays between nucleosynthesis and acceleration. In normal matter the electron capture decays proceed at a rate determined by the electron capture halflife, but once the nuclei are accelerated to high energies the orbital electrons are stripped off, making the particles effectively stable. Thus if the acceleration occurred after a time delay short compared to the halflife, the parent nuclei should have survived. If the time delay was much longer than the halflife, the radioactive decays would have occurred, replacing the parent nuclei with their daughter products. It is possible to investigate a range of possible acceleration time scales by utilizing several electron-capture nuclides with different halflives such as 59Ni
(Tip = 7.6 x lo4 yr) and 57C0 (TI12 = 0.74 yr).
Previous observations of the isotopes 59Ni and 5gC0 have been reported from experiments on ISEE-3 (Leske 1993) , Ulysses (Connell & Simpson 1997) , and Voyager (Lukasiak kt al. 1997; Webber 1997) . Although limitations on statistical accuracy and mass resolution prevented these studies from definitively establishing the acceleration time scale, delays long enough to allow the decay of 59Ni were generally favored.
We report new measurements of the abundances of jgNi and "CO from the Cosmic Ray
Isotope Spectrometer (CRIS) on the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) and discuss their implications for cosmic-ray acceleration.
Observations
The ACE spacecraft, carrying a suite of high resolution mass and charge spectrometers covering the energy range from -1 keV/nucleon to N 1 GeV/nucleon, was launched on 1997 August 25 and placed into a halo orbit about the L1 Lagrange point 1.5 x lo6 km sunward of the Earth. The CRIS instrument measures cosmic-ray elemental and isotopic composition using the dE/dx versus total energy technique. Energy losses and total energy are measured in four stacks of lithium-drifted silicon detectors, and particle trajectories are determined in a scintillating optical fiber trajectory (SOFT) hodoscope. CRIS has a large geometrical factor, -250 cm2sr, which makes studies of rare cosmic-ray species possible.
Details of the instrument design and performance have previously been reported (Stone et al. 1998 ).
The data used for this study were collected from 1997 August 28 through 1998
December 18, excluding several periods of significant solar energetic particle enhancements.
Events were selected in which the incident particle penetrated at least the first two solid state detectors in a stack and stopped in one of the following detectors. For these events, which fall in the energy range -170-500 MeV/nucleon, two or more determinations of charge and mass were obtained and were required to be consistent to eliminate background events due to, for example, particles which underwent nuclear interactions in the instrument.
Nuclei which stopped close to a dead layer in any of the Si(Li) detectors were rejected to avoid errors in the mass determination related to incomplete collection of the ionization electrons. In addition, it was required that the three coordinate pairs measured along the particle trajectory lie on a straight line within the accuracy of the measurements. Figure 1 shows the mass histograms that were obtained for Co and Ni. In order to reduce the spill-over of 58Ni and 60Ni into the region of the lower-abundance 59Ni isotope, the Ni data have been restricted to angles of incidence < 20°, taking advantage of the fact that the mass resolution is somewhat better at small angles. The 0-20" data set contains approximately 1/3 of the Ni events available using the full angular acceptance of CRIS. For Co, with two isotopes of comparable abundance separated by two mass units, no angle cut was used.
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To obtain the abundance of 59Ni, fits of the Ni mass distribution were performed using an empirical model for the observed peak shapes. This shape is nearly Gaussian when data are restricted to relatively small angles of incidence, as has been done in the Ni analysis.
Identical peak widths were assumed for all of the Ni isotopes and the separation between adjacent isotopes was derived from the 58Ni and 'jONi peaks. For Co the overlap of the mass peaks is negligible and the relative abundances can be simply obtained from the areas of the measured peaks. Small corrections were made for differences in the energy intervals over which the various isotopes were measured and for differences in the nuclear interaction losses in the instrument. Together these corrections to the isotope abundance ratios amounted to 53%.
To relate abundances of Go isotopes to those of Ni isotopes we performed a separate analysis using identical cuts for each element to obtain the Co/Ni elemental abundance ratio. Energy spectra were produced for a wide range of elements and these were fit using a common spectral form. Elemental abundances were derived from the normalization factors for these fits. In the measured charge distribution the Co peak is fully separated from the adjacent Fe and Ni. Table 1 lists the observed abundance ratios used in this study. The abundance ratio between the dominant Ni isotopes, 60Ni/58Ni, is close to the solar system value. The abundances of the rare, stable isotopes 'jlNi through 'j4Ni are not used in the present work but will be discussed in a separate publication.
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Transport Calculation
A cosmic-ray transport calculation was performed to determine the fractions of the observed abundances attributable to secondary production by fragmentation of heavier nuclei during propagation in the Galaxy. The model and parameters were taken from Leske (1993) with the level of solar modulation adjusted to a value, q5 = 500 MV, appropriate to the time period of the CRIS measurements. The model successfully accounts for a sizable number of purely secondary isotopes in the sub-iron region and therefore should accurately predict the secondary contributions to 59C0 and 59Ni if appropriate cross sections for producing these nuclides are used. Column 3 of Table 1 lists the calculated secondary contributions to the observed abundances.
The only significant secondary contributions to 59Ni and 59C0 come from the fragmentation of 60Ni. Unfortunately, the relevant cross sections have not been measured.
New estimates of the cross sections for the reactions 60Ni(p,pn)59Ni and 60Ni(p,2p)59Co were provided 6y Webber (1998) . These values were obtained by extrapolating from recently measured cross sections for (p,pn) and (p,2p) fragmentation of the nuclides 56Fe (Webber et al. 1998a ) and 52Cr (Webber et al. 199813 ) which, like 60Ni, have four more neutrons than protons. At 600 MeV/nucleon the estimated cross sections for'producing 5gNi and 59C0 are 68 mb and 40 mb, respectively. These are significantly less (factors of 1.5 and 1.25, respectively) than the values previously obtained from the semi-empirical formula of Webber, Kish, & Schrier (1990) , and they bring the calculated yield of secondary j9Xi into reasonable agreement with the observed limit on the abundance of this nuclide (see below).
The new cross sections are within 12% of values obtained from the semi-empirical formulas of Silberberg, Tsao, & Barghouty (1998) .
We have taken the uncertainties on the calculated secondary contributions to jgNi and "Co to be 25% ( l a ) , which is somewhat larger than the reported uncertainties in the relevant j6Fe and j2Cr cross section measurements to allow for additional uncertainty in the extrapolation to 60Ni.
As shown in Table 1 , the observed limit on the abundance of 59Ni is consistent with the expected secondary production of this isotope. For 59C0 the measured value significantly exceeds the secondary contribution and the difference of these quantities gives the abundance of primary 59C0: (59C~)prim/60Ni = 0.182 f 0.021 f 0.010. Here the first uncertainty is the measurement error; the second is the estimate of the uncertainty resulting from the calculated secondary correction. This ratio is consistent with the solar system value of 0.174 (Anders & Grevesse 1989) .
Another pure electron-capture nuclide that can be used for this type of study is 57C0, but it has a halflife (0.74 yr) much shorter than that of 59Ni. The 57C0 abundance is consistent with a purely secondary origin (see Table l ), as expected if the time delay is longer than a few years. The calculation of the production of secondary 57C0 is relatively well constrained because measured cross sections are available for the reactions 58Ni(p,2p)57C~ and 58Ni(p,pn)57Ni (with the j7Ni promptly decaying to 57C0) which are expected to account for more than 3/4 of the production of secondary 57C0.
Discussion
In a supernova explosion a variety of isobars of mass number 59 are produced. Those with 2 5 27 promptly decay to jgCo, while those with 2 2 28 decay to 59Ni. The 59Ni can decay to ""Co only by electron capture and the halflife for this decay is long, 7.6 X lozL yr.
Thus the primary contribution to the observed "'Co could have been synthesized as a combination of "Co and 59Ni, with the latter isotope decaying before acceleration.
The fraction, f ( t a ) , of the mass-59 material which is in the form of 59Ni at the time of acceleration, ta, is related to f o , the fraction synthesized as 59Ni (at t = 0), by the equation where T Tip/ In 2 is the mean life for decay of 59Ni. Figure 2 shows the abundances of 59Ni and 59C0 that should be observed at Earth as a function of ta (the abscissa) and fo (the parameter distinguishing the different curves).
These abundances contain both contributions due to secondaries produced during transport in the Ga1a;uy (dashed lines, independent of ta) and contributions due to surviving primaries which reflect the synthesized abundances of 5gNi and 59C0 at short times and show the transformation to 59C0 for delays comparable to the 59Ni halflife. The light line (obscured by the "0%" curve in the case of 59C0) and diagonally-hatched band in each panel indicate the abundance measurement obtained from CRIS with its &la uncertainty. For 59Ni the lower error bar has been extended to include a value of 0 because it is possible that spill-over from 58Ni and 60Ni could be contributing the small number of events identified as 59Ni. Thusj for 59Ni the upper bound of the shaded region represents an upper limit at the 84%. confidence level.
EDITOR: PLACE FIGURE 2 HERE. The model predictions for the production of 59Ni overlap with the region allowed by the CRIS data only for time delays at least comparable to the 59Ni ,halflife. The model with the lowest production of 59Ni ( m = 18h/l,) nearly falls in the allowed region for short delay times, but only this one of the nine models calculated by Woosley & Weaver (1995) has a 59Ni fraction less than 0.29, so this solution would require that cosmic rays originate from stars over a very narrow range of masses. Such a possibility that cosmic-ray source material may have been synthesized under exceptional conditions where most of the mass-59 material is produced in the form of "Co can be investigated when one attempts to develop a consistent model to account for the synthesis of all the primary nuclides in the Fe-Ni group. CRIS should be able to provide the observations needed for such a study.
A more plausible way to reconcile the CRIS observations with a short time delay between nucleosynthesis and acceleration is to hypothesize that the cross section for the reaction 'j'Ni(~,pn)~'Ni has been significantly overestimated. We regard this possibility as relatively unlikely since the cross section was extrapolated from measured cross sections of analogous reactions of neighboring nuclei. Nevertheless, direct measurements of cross sections for production of isotopes with mass numbers 57 through 59 by fragmentation of 'jONi are very important for unambiguously interpreting the cosmic-ray isotope observations.
The possibility remains that Fe-group nuclei could be promptly accelerated to an intermediate energy 5 150 MeV/nucleon where they would be only partially stripped of their atomic electrons, with the remainder of the acceleration occurring on time scales 2 lo5 yr. This would allow primary 59Ni t o decay into 59C0 while preserving the pattern of the supernova abundances in the cosmic ray source material. Such a scenario is difficult to rule out because the particles traverse only -1% of the total interstellar path length in lo5 yr, so alteration of abundances should be minimal except for electron-capture primaries. Higdon, Lingenfelter, & Ramaty (1998) have suggested that cosmic rays are accelerated in superbubbles formed by stellar winds and supernova explosions in OB associations. Since the ambient interstellar gas and dust should be rapidly blown out of superbubbles, Higdon, Lingenfelter, &-Ramaty (1998) note that cosmic rays originating in such an environment can have the composition of supernova ejecta (except for primary electron capture nuclides) even though the time delay between nucleosynthesis and cosmic ray acceleration must be significantly longer than the time to dissipate the energy from the explosion and thermalize -11 -the ejected material. In this scenario ejecta from one supernova are accelerated by shocks from subsequent supernovae.
The CRIS data strongly indicate that a time 2 lo5 yr elapses between the synthesis of cosmic-ray source material and its acceleration to high energies. This time scale rules out models in which cosmic rays reach the energies at which they are observed as the result of a supernova accelerating its own ejecta. It is consistent with models in which the cosmic-ray seed population consists of old stellar or interstellar material, or with models that are able to avoid mixing of supernova ejecta with ambient interstellar material for at least -lo5 yr before acceleration occurs.
We are grateful to the large group of dedicated individuals that contributed to the development of the CRIS instrument (listed in Stone et al. (1998) The hatched regions indicate the abundances measured with CRIS, including one-standarddeviation uncertainties. Although the fit yielded a finite 59Ni abundance (thin line within the hatched region), the 59Ni result is reported as an upper limit (see Table 1 .) because no 5gNi peak is clearly discernible in the Ni histogram. 
